Rheological properties of peanut protein isolate aggregation suspension and acid-induced gel
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Abstract: The dynamic rheological properties of peanut protein isolate (PPI) suspension and acid-induced PPI gels were studied. In frequency sweep test, the storage modulus ($G'$) and the loss modulus ($G''$) of PPI aggregation suspensions at different concentrations increased with the increase of frequency. The steady state shear flow test showed that PPI aggregation suspension had a thinning behavior of the shear, and the image of steady shear curve fitted the Carreau model. After gel formation, acid-induced PPI gels showed a typical Type I behavior (strain thinning) in strain sweep test, meaning that PPI gel got easily broken down, and there was a very small opportunity for the protein molecules to re-establish the network. Compared with the strain sweep of PPI aggregation suspensions and gels, the range of the storage modulus existed a dramatic difference, which could get about tenfold. As the frequency increased, both elasticity and viscosity increased in frequency sweep test, which indicated that the frequency dependence of the storage modulus increased with the increase of concentration.
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1 Introduction

Peanut is a leguminous, annual herb, and is an important protein resource[1]. The nutritional value of peanut protein is similar to animal protein. Peanut protein contains a large number of essential amino acids. It is widely used in the food industry as a kind of plant protein resource[2]. Due to the high nutritional value, peanut protein has an attractive fragrance[3]. Peanut protein powder can be used as the main component of food and food accessories[4,5]. Peanut protein can greatly improve the processing value, peanut protein has an attractive fragrance[6]. Because the peanut protein has the advantages of good anti emulsification, moisture retention, good film-forming property, and oxidation resistance, it is an ideal base material for preparing edible food fresh-keeping film[7]. The content of protein in peanut was 24%-36%, which was next only to the protein of sesame and rape[8]. For a long time, in addition to using for food directly, peanuts are mainly used for oil extraction. The proportion of edible peanut and peanut oil in the world is 36% and 54%, respectively. At present, people aim at producing high quality protein from peanuts gradually. Peanut has become an important source of edible oil and protein[9].

Bi et al.[9] took acid-induced peanut protein isolate (PPI) gel as the research object and proposed a new critical point for isotropy food gel and non-newton polymer systems. The results showed that when the higher harmonics increased to a certain value, the corresponding strain can be used as a new critical strain point, and it was demonstrated that the fractal dimension calculated from rheological fractal model using the new critical strain obtained from the Fourier transform analysis was closer to its actual value. Davis et al.[10] studied fundamental rheological properties pertaining to aqueous peanut flour aggregation suspensions, both in the presence and absence of heating. They found the higher levels of fat in the dry powders inhibited the capacity of the aggregation suspensions to form gels. This data as a whole suggests the potential to collect the soluble fraction of such aggregation suspensions and use these solutions for appropriate applications, beverage systems requiring soluble protein. The insoluble material could then be utilized as a thickening agent in applications requiring an increase in viscosity. Chen et al.[11] studied on mixed aggregation suspensions of flaxseed gum-peanut protein isolate (FG-PPI). The presence of flaxseed gum can reduce the gelling time and increase the gel strength of heat-induced PPI gels. These FG-PPI mixed gels are physical gels as storage modulus ($G'$) is much higher than loss modulus ($G''$), and $G'$ is dependent on frequency to some extent. The results demonstrated that the apparent viscosity of FG-PPI aggregation suspensions increased with the increase of FG concentration (1-5 g/kg). These mixed aggregation suspensions showed a shear-thinning behavior which was represented well by the Herschel-Bulkley flow model ($R^2\geq0.99$). The addition of flaxseed gum has changed the rheological properties of PPI aggregation suspensions and gels. Kumar et al.[12] studied the gelation properties of peanut globulin. The results showed that when the protein concentration was greater than 7.5% w/v and the value of pH was less than 3.8, the peanut globulin can form reversible gel.

This study mainly researched the dynamic rheological
properties of PPI aggregation suspension and its acid induced gels. The strain sweep, frequency sweep, and steady shear experiments were carried out on the PPI aggregation suspension. The time sweep, strain sweep and frequency sweep were carried out on the acid-induced PPI gels. The results from this study may provide better understanding of the dynamic rheological properties and the micro-interaction in PPI hybrid gel system, as well as allow better control of these complexes utilizing in food processing.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Materials

Peanut protein isolate (PPI, S31067) was obtained from Shanghai Yuanye Bio-Technology Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Rhodamine B (BS) was obtained from Beijing Yinghai fine chemical industry (Beijing, China). Glucono-δ-lactone (GDL) was purchased from Beijing Wohai Technology Ltd. (Beijing, China).

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Sample preparation

The preparation for the samples of PPI aggregation suspension:

\[
G' = K' \cdot f^{n'} \quad \text{and} \quad G'' = K'' \cdot f^{n''}
\]

2.2.2 Rheological tests

Both the formation of acid-induced PPI gel and measurement of rheological properties were carried out by AR2000ex rheometer (TA Instruments Ltd., Crawley, UK) with aluminum parallel plate geometry (40 mm diameter, 1 mm gap). The temperature was controlled by Peltier unit attached with water circulation system. GDL (2% w/v) in dry milled powder form was added into the stock suspension before the rheological tests. The samples (20°C) were transferred on the bottom plate of the rheometer (20°C, controlled by Peltier) and the gel was allowed to form in situ at 60°C for 40 min. For all tests, the storage modulus \((G')\), the loss modulus \((G'')\), loss tangent \((\tan \delta = G''/G')\) and viscosity were recorded by TA Rheology Advantage Data Analysis software V 5.4.7 (TA Instruments Ltd., Crawley, UK) accompanied with the AR rheometer. All the rheological tests were conducted in triplicate.

2.2.3 Gel formation

The storage modulus \((G')\), the loss modulus \((G'')\), and loss tangent \((\tan \delta = G''/G')\) were recorded once every 15 s during the gel formation process by time sweep test. The angular frequency was set at 1 Hz, and the strain during gel formation was controlled at 1%. A thin layer of silicone oil was applied on the edge of the samples to prevent the evaporation of water. The linear viscoelastic region (LVR) was determined by each sample’s strain sweep test at a frequency of 1 Hz (data are shown in Figure 6). All the tests were performed within the LVR.

2.2.4 Strain sweep test

The temperature of strain sweep was controlled at 20°C, and the frequency was set at 1 Hz. The strain range was from 0.01% to 10%. Each logarithmic interval took 10 points. The variation trends of the storage modulus and loss modulus of PPI suspension and its acid-induced gel with the strain increasing were recorded during the strain sweep. This article mainly studied on the rheological properties in LVR.

2.2.5 Frequency sweep test

The frequency sweep test was performed after the strain sweep test, and the sample was tested in LVR. In the experiment, the temperature was controlled at 20°C, and the frequency was from 0.1 to 50 Hz. The horizontal and vertical coordinates were taken as logarithmic points, and each logarithmic interval took 10 points. The strain of PPI suspension was set at 0.5% and that of acid-induced gel and the sample was tested in LVR. All the rheological tests were conducted in triplicate.

2.2.6 Data analysis

The data were recorded at a rate of 10 points per decade. Frequency \((f)\) dependence of \(G'\) and \(G''\) were fitted using Power Law model equations given below:

\[
G' = K' \cdot f^{n'}
\]

\[
G'' = K'' \cdot f^{n''}
\]
2.2.6 Steady state flow test

The steady shear test was performed at 20°C over the shear rate range of 0.1-100 s⁻¹. The variation in apparent viscosity and shear stress as a function of shear rate were measured with this test. The variation trend of viscosity with shear rate was fitted by the Power Law model and Carreau model shown as Equations (3) and (4).

\[ \eta = K' \cdot \gamma^n \]  
(3)

where, \( \eta \) is viscosity, Pa·s; \( K' \) is power law constants, Pa·s; \( \gamma \) is shear rate, s⁻¹; and \( n' \) is shear rate dependence index, dimensionless.²

\[ \eta = \frac{(\eta_0 - \eta_\infty)}{[1 + (\lambda \gamma)^{2n}]} + \eta_\infty \]  
(4)

where, \( \eta_0 \) is the zero-shear rate viscosity, Pa·s; \( \eta_\infty \) is the viscosity at infinite shear, Pa·s; \( \lambda \) is the time constant; \( n \) is flow behavior index, dimensionless.³

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Rheological properties of PPI suspension

3.1.1 Strain sweep test

Figure 2a shows the effect of the strain on the storage modulus (\( G' \)) of PPI suspensions at different concentrations. As shown in Figure 2a, when the strain was less than 1%, the values of the \( G' \) of PPI suspensions at different concentrations did not change with the strain. While the strain was greater than 1%, the \( G' \) began to decline. Because the high concentration of the suspension contains more solute, the formation of the suspension structure is more stable and has a high elasticity. What’s more, the \( G' \) increases with the increase of the concentrations of PPI. In addition, Figure 2a shows that the PPI suspension value of the \( G' \) of the LVR is generally concentrated in the range of 10-1000 Pa. Also, it can be seen from Figure 2a that the difference of concentration is one percentage points, but the difference of modulus is very large. For example, the \( G' \) of the LVR of PPI at 24% concentration was 60 Pa, while the \( G' \) of the LVR of PPI at 25% concentration was 100 Pa. From Figure 2a, it can be obtained that the LVR of PPI suspensions at different concentration and set a suitable strain, which guarantees that both the frequency sweep and steady state shear flow test are carried out under this strain, preventing the larger strain from damaging the sample and affecting the experimental results. As a result, 0.5% could be selected as the fixed strain of other dynamic rheological tests. Finally, the strain value corresponding to the boundary point of the transition from the LVR to the non-LVR is the critical strain.

It can be seen from Figure 2a that the critical strain of PPI suspensions with different concentrations decreased with the increase of concentration.

Figure 2b shows the effect of the strain on the loss modulus (\( G'' \)) of PPI suspensions at different concentrations. The change trends of the \( G'' \) of PPI suspension with the strain are similar. When the strain was less than 2%, the values of the \( G'' \) of PPI suspension at different concentrations didn’t change with the strain. When the strain was greater than 2%, the \( G'' \) began to decrease. Because the high concentration of the suspension contained more solute, the formation of the structure was more stable and had a high viscosity, thus the \( G'' \) increased with an increase of the concentration of PPI. In addition, Figure 2b showed that the value of the loss modulus of the LVR is generally concentrated in the range of 1-100 Pa. The \( G'' \) of the PPI suspension at 23% concentration is close to 30 Pa in Figure 2a, while the \( G'' \) of the suspension at 23% is between 6.8 Pa in Figure 2b. The value of the \( G'' \) of the LVR was lower than that of the \( G' \), which showed that the elasticity of PPI suspension was dominant.
3.1.3 Steady state shear flow test

Figure 4 shows the effect of the shear rate on the viscosity of PPI suspensions at different concentrations. The apparent viscosity of PPI suspension at different concentrations decreases with the shear rate increases, suggesting a thinning behavior of the shear. As shown in Figure 4, the steady state shear curve of the suspension at 23% and 24% concentration yields a local maximum at 1.5 s⁻¹. This may be resulted from that the concentrations of protein suspension is too low, showing an unstable suspension structure. As the shear rate increases to a certain value, the apparent viscosity increases instantaneously, whereas the high concentration of suspensions is more stable. It can be seen from the Figure 4, when the shear rate is constant, the higher the concentration is, the greater the apparent viscosity of PPI suspension is.

As shown in Figure 4, in the shear rate range of 0.1-2 s⁻¹, the steady shear curve is not a straight line, having a certain radian. So the curve can be fitted by Carreau model. In the shear rate range of 2-100 s⁻¹, the steady state shear curve is closer to a line, so the Power Law model is used to fit it.

As shown in Table 2, the Carreau model can be well fitted in the shear rate range of 0.1-2 s⁻¹. It was shown that the apparent viscosity at zero shear rate decreased with the increase of concentration. And η∞ increased gradually with the increase of concentration. It suggested that when the shear rate was infinite, the apparent viscosity increased with the increase of concentration. Furthermore, λ decreased with the increase of concentration. The value of n did not change significantly.

As can be seen from Table 3, within the range of 2-100 s⁻¹, the Power Law model can be well fitted. With the increase of concentration, k′ increased gradually, indicating that the storage modulus increased. The absolute value of n′ didn’t change significantly, which showed that the shear rate dependence of apparent viscosity was not significant with the change of concentration in steady state shear flow test.
3.2 Rheological properties of acid-induced PPI gels

3.2.1 Gel formation

Figure 5 shows the variation of storage modulus (G') of PPI with time gel. The temperature was controlled at 60°C with 40 min to form gel. What’s more, the strain was set at 0.1%, and the oscillation frequency was set at 1 Hz. Although the concentrations of all the samples were different, the trends of the G' with the increase of time were all similar, and the increasing rate of the G' was decreasing with the increase of time. After reaching a certain period of time, the G' did not increase with the increase of time. It can be seen from Figure 5 that the G' of PPI gels did not increase any more when the gelation time was 40 min, which indicated that the gel formation time of acid-induced PPI gel was at least 40 min, and that of soybean protein isolate was 30 min. Therefore, it takes longer for the peanut protein to form gel. What’s more, there are other proteins reported to show a similar trend in the formation of a gel like PPI, such as soybean protein, whey protein and egg white protein[19-21]. In addition, with the increasing of the concentration of suspension, the G' of the gel increases, indicating that the elasticity of acid-induced G' gel increases.

![Figure 5](image)

Figure 5  Variation of storage modulus (G') of PPI with time gel at 60°C

3.2.2 Strain sweep test

Figure 6 shows the effect of the strain on the storage modulus (G') of acid-induced PPI gels at different concentrations. The setting temperature of the sample was 20°C, and the range of strain was from 0.01% to 10%, and the frequency was 1 Hz. It can be seen from Figure 6 that when the strain is less than 1%, the value of the G' remains constant. With the increase of the strain, the G' decreases, and the trend of loss modulus G'' is similar to that of the storage modulus G' (data not shown in the figure). According to the network model given by Hyun et al., acid-induced PPI gels shows a typical Type I behavior (strain thinning), which is similar to the behavior observed in soybean protein isolate gels[22]. For this type of network, the creation rate parameter is a<0 and the loss rate parameter is b>0[22], which means that PPI gel gets easily to be broken down and there is a very small opportunity for the protein molecules to re-establish the network.
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Figure 6  Effects of the strain on storage modulus (G') of acid-induced PPI gels at different concentrations

3.2.3 Frequency sweep test

Figure 7 shows the effect of the frequency on the storage modulus (G') and the loss modulus (G'') of acid-induced PPI gels at different concentrations. The value of G' and G'' increases with the increase of frequency. It is suggested that as the frequency increases, both its elasticity and viscosity increase. When the frequency is fixed, the G' of acid-induced PPI gels increases with the increase of concentration, indicating that when the frequency is constant, both elasticity and viscosity increase with the increase of concentration. The trends of G' and G'' with frequency can be well fitted by the Power Law model, and the data are shown in Table 4.

As can be seen from Table 4, with the increase of concentration, the value of K' and K'' increases gradually, which indicates that the G' and G'' of PPI gels increases. n' also increased gradually, indicating that the higher the concentration is, the higher the frequency dependence of the G' is. The change of n'' was not significant, indicating that the frequency dependence of the loss modulus was not significant with concentration.
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Figure 7  Effects of the frequency on (a) storage modulus (G') and (b) loss modulus (G'') of acid-induced PPI gels at different concentrations
Table 4 Effects of the concentration of acid-induced PPI gels on its Power Law parameters (K' and n') and (K'' and n'') in frequency sweep test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PPI concentration (%)</th>
<th>$G' = K' f^n$</th>
<th>$G'' = K'' f^{n''}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>670.90±0.940$^a$</td>
<td>116.50±0.102$^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.101±0.001$^c$</td>
<td>0.153±0.007$^d$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1296.47±1.120$^a$</td>
<td>217.64±1.794$^c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.101±0.001$^b$</td>
<td>0.148±0.006$^d$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>1712.58±1.050$^a$</td>
<td>306.54±0.208$^c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.104±0.000$^b$</td>
<td>0.141±0.005$^d$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>2247.87±0.333$^a$</td>
<td>441.65±4.044$^c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.111±0.000$^b$</td>
<td>0.151±0.006$^d$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>2876.74±2.739$^a$</td>
<td>574.38±6.410$^c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.113±0.001$^b$</td>
<td>0.157±0.005$^d$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: $^a,b,c,d,e$ values with different superscript were significantly different (p<0.05).

4 Conclusions

Rheological properties of PPI suspension were obtained by strain sweep, frequency sweep and steady state shear flow tests. The critical strain of PPI suspensions decreases with the increase of concentrations. Both the $G'$ and the $G''$ of PPI suspensions fit the Power Law model. It was also observed that the elasticity of the sample in the LVR was greater than viscosity. PPI suspension has a shear thinning behavior, also the viscosity-shear rate curve can fit the Carreau model very well. For the acid-induced PPI gel, the gel formation time obtained was at least 40 min. With the increase of the concentration of suspension, the elasticity of acid-induced PPI gel multiplied. For acid-induced PPI gels, the gel system showed a typical Type I behavior (strain thinning), which means that the gel gets easily broken down and there is a very small opportunity for the protein molecules to re-establish the network. The Power Law model fitting parameters indicated that there was strong positive correlation relationship between frequency dependence and the PPI concentration of the gel.
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